A fundamental goal in infection biology is to identify the attributes of a pathogen that allow it to establish an infection and the mechanisms whereby this is achieved. *Listeria monocytogenes*is a soil bacterium that lives in decaying vegetation and can contaminate food products. In healthy individuals *L. monocytogenes*causes gastroenteritis, but in immunocompromised individuals it can cause meningitis, with a high mortality rate, and in pregnant women it can lead to abortion. It is closely related to *Bacillus subtilis*, which survives adverse conditions by sporulating, and although *L. monocytogenes*does not sporulate, it can survive and even replicate in harsh environments, including those, such as low pH, low temperature and high salt, that are used to control food contamination. *Listeria*is ubiquitous in the environment but was discovered only in 1926, as the cause of an epidemic affecting rabbits and guinea pigs in animal-care houses (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the infected host, this bacterium is mostly intracellular, owing to its capacity to resist macrophage killing and to its exquisite property to invade a variety of non-phagocytic cells, including epithelial cells such as the enterocytes of the intestine \[[@B1]\].
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Because of its intracellular niche, *Listeria*cannot be reached by antibodies, and the pioneering studies of Mackaness in 1960 showed that recovery from infection and protection against a secondary infection are mediated by T lymphocytes, now known to activate bactericidal mecha nisms in macrophages and to kill infected cells. *Listeria*has since been and still is an important tool in the study of T-cell responses. Two decades after Mackaness\' discoveries, a combination of molecular biology, cell biology and classical genetic approaches has been used to address the molecular basis of *Listeria*virulence. Several key factors contributing to cellular inva sion, escape from the vacuole, and intra- and intercellular dissemination have been identified and characterized. New concepts in infectious biology rapidly emerged, and the remarkable virulence toolkit revealed by *in vitro*and *in vivo*studies has made *Listeria*a model organism in the emerging discipline of cellular micro biology. In a recent study published in *BMC Genomics*, Boor and colleagues (Oliver *et al.*\[[@B2]\]) apply high-throughput \'deep\' sequencing to investigate the trans criptome characteristic of the stress response of *L. monocytogenes*, in particular its regulation by the \'alternative\' sigma factor B, by comparing a standard strain with an isogenic mutant lacking sigma B.

Genome studies and the study of *Listeria*biodiversity and virulence
====================================================================

The first complete genome sequence of *L. monocytogenes*was determined by a European consortium in 2001, at the same time as that of *Listeria innocua*, a closely related non-pathogenic species \[[@B3]\]. The *Listeria*genus contains only six species, of which two are pathogenic - *L. monocytogenes*and *Listeria ivanovii*, an animal pathogen. The genome of the sequenced strain (EGD-e) of *L. monocytogenes*is 2,944,528 bp in size and contains 2,853 protein-coding genes (genes encoding polypeptides larger than 50 amino acids). The initial comparison of *L. monocytogenes*EGD-e and *L. innocua*sequences revealed strong conservation of gene organization, relatively few insertion elements, and the absence of typical bacterial \'pathogenicity islands\', that is, large clusters of virulence genes. Instead, deletions and insertions have led to a general organization of a conserved backbone with multiple interspersed species-specific islets.

The sequences of three other clinical strains of *L. monocytogenes*were subsequently determined by the Institute of Genomic Research in 2004 \[[@B4]\]. Comparison with strain EGD-e revealed that genome organization is highly conserved among strains, with a large number of orthologous genes. However, as initially observed in the comparison between *L. monocytogenes*and *L. innocua*, the genomes also possess a considerable number of strain-specific traits, most of them organized into many small plasticity zones. For example, 2,499 genes are conserved in the four *L. monocytogenes*genomes, of which 2,394 are also present in *L. innocua*. Further comparisons are now possible because the Broad Institute has recently accomplished the sequence of 18 *L. monocytogenes*strains of various origins \[[@B5]\].

Post-genomic studies have confirmed as *bona fide L. monocytogenes*virulence genes several favorite candidates that are absent from *L. innocua*. The best example is *bsh*, which encodes a bile salt hydrolase absent from all *L. innocua*strains analyzed and which enables bacterial persistence in the intestinal lumen and in deeper organs such as the liver \[[@B6]\]. Current investigations are focused on a series of factors present in *L. monocytogenes*and absent in *L. innocua*, and which have been implicated in virulence by animal studies using strains deleted for these factors, but whose precise role in virulence is elusive \[[@B1]\].

Gene expression arrays identify co-regulated or differentially expressed genes
==============================================================================

The complete genome sequence of *L. monocytogenes*has also enabled exhaustive studies of gene expression. The earliest of these interrogated the genes controlled by the transcriptional regulator PrfA in three different *L. monocytogenes*strains grown in different growth media \[[@B7]\]. PrfA was already known to activate well-characterized major virulence genes such as *hly*and *actA*. Transcriptome analysis indicated that the number of transcription units directly regulated by PrfA is probably lower than previously predicted by bioinformatics searches for putative PrfA-binding sites on the genome.

Most importantly, this study \[[@B7]\] highlighted connections between PrfA induction and the sigma B regulon. Sigma B is one of five sigma factors in *Listeria*. Sigma factors are subunits of prokaryotic RNA polymerase responsible for the recognition of a conserved DNA sequence in a promoter site. Promoter recognition by the polymerase is determined by the transient association of an appropriate sigma factor with the core polymerase in response to conditions affecting the cell. The number of genes regulated by a single sigma factor - its regulon - can be high. Thus, sigma factors are effective for simultaneously regulating large numbers of genes under different conditions. Sigma B- RpoS in *Escherichia coli*is an \'alternative\' sigma factor that regulates the stress response, including the stationary-phase genes.

Over the past decade, the *Listeria*sigma B regulon, along with the regulons for other transcription regulatory factors - for example, sigma 54 \[[@B8]\], and VirR \[[@B9]\] - have been characterized by whole-genome transcriptional profiling. Microarray analysis of the *Listeria*sigma B regulon showed that it comprises more than 100 genes, including both virulence genes and stress-response genes, many of them being upregulated upon entry into stationary phase \[[@B10],[@B11]\].

Whole-genome profiling has also been used to study *Listeria*adaptation to various environmental conditions (cold shock, heat shock, alkaline stress, high hydrostatic pressure, milk, and so on), as well the precise adaptive response to the conditions encountered in the host milieu, in epithelial cells and in macrophages \[[@B12],[@B13]\]. A recent study using bacteria isolated from the spleens of intravenously infected mice has identified genes only expressed *in vivo*and never *in vitro*, and thus implicated in adaptation to the host \[[@B14]\].

As the high density membranes used in all these studies contained only probes for protein coding genes, the results, although quite comprehensive, only focused on these genes and did not take into account intergenic regions or regions on the strand opposite to annotated open reading frames. Two recent reports have now examined the whole *Listeria*genome after bacterial growth in different conditions \[[@B2],[@B15]\].

Tiling arrays and deep sequencing reveal the unexpected complexity of the *Listeria*transcriptome
=================================================================================================

Two powerful techniques are now available for genome-wide transcriptome analysis: RNA-seq and genomic tiling arrays \[[@B16]\]. In RNA-seq, a population of cellular RNAs is converted to cDNA and subjected to high-throughput sequencing. The sequences are then mapped to the genome to generate a high-resolution transcriptome map reflecting a particular cellular state. A genomic tiling array is a DNA microarray with a set of overlapping oligonucleotide probes that cover the whole genome or a proportion of the genome at high resolution. Here again, cellular RNA is converted to cDNA and hybridized to the array to assess transcription.

Oliver *et al*. \[[@B2]\] used deep sequencing - that is, RNA-seq - to investigate the sigma B regulon in the 10403S *L. monocytogenes*strain, a strain that, like strain EGD-e, has been extensively used to investigate *Listeria*virulence. The genome sequence of this strain is not totally determined and a reference \'pseudogenome\' was created using the genome of strain EGD-e. The authors show that 83% of annotated genes are transcribed in stationary phase and identified 96 genes with higher expression levels in the wild type than in the sigma B mutant in stationary phase. Of the 67 non-coding RNA elements (ncRNAs) they report as transcribed in stationary phase, 60 had already been described by other investigators and the other seven are new, of which one is absent in EGD-e, four are in intergenic regions and two are in either a protein-coding region or a 5\' untranslated region (UTR).

Interestingly, the three genes found by Oliver *et al.*\[[@B2]\] to be most highly expressed in stationary phase encode non-coding RNAs: two - tmRNA and 6S RNA - are present in all bacteria, and one - LhrA - is specific to *Listeria*. This latter RNA is an intriguing small RNA that partially overlaps an open reading frame \[[@B17]\]. It is interesting to note that tmRNA and 6S RNAs are implicated in recovery from the stress induced by entry into stationary phase in *E. coli*and in the adaptation to this new growth phase, respectively. tmRNA tags incompletely translated proteins for degradation and releases stalled ribosomes, while 6S RNA as shown in *E. coli*mimics an open pro moter to bind and sequester the sigma70-containing polymerase, inhibit ing transcription at sigma70 promoters and thus increasing transcription at sigma B regulated promoters.

A genomic-tiling array analysis was recently published by our laboratory \[[@B15]\] investigating the transcriptomes of *Listeria*grown *in vitro*in several conditions (including exponential and stationary phase, low O~2~, two temperatures, *in vivo*(in the intestine of germ-free animals), and *ex vivo*in blood. The wild-type *Listeria*strain EGD-e transcriptomes were compared with those of several isogenic mutants, including a *prfA*mutant, a *sigma B*mutant and an *hfq*mutant. Hfq is an RNA-binding protein known to stabilize RNA-RNA hybrids. It is implicated in *Listeria*virulence \[[@B18]\]. Our study \[[@B15]\] provided the complete *Listeria*operon map and uncovered many types of RNAs, including 50 small RNAs, antisense RNAs covering several open reading frames, long over lapping 5\' and 3\' UTRs and riboswitches that can act as terminators for upstream genes. PrfA was found to control transcription of virulence genes in the blood, whereas sigma B mediates activation of virulence genes in the intestine, where it regulates several small RNAs, including *sbrA*, which had been previously identi fied *in silico*as regulated by sigma B \[[@B19]\].

Future directions
=================

Altogether, the new study by Oliver *et al.*\[[@B2]\] reinforces the emerging view that bacterial transcriptomes are much more complex than expected, and that very careful analysis must be carried out to avoid misinterpretations in both the tiling array and deep sequencing approach \[[@B16]\]. In addition, this recent work reveals that important strain variations occur. These will help to explain the specific properties of a given strain, or correlate structural features with phenotypes, but they will also make it more difficult to elaborate general principles. It is to be expected that the best studies will combine tiling arrays analysis with RNA-seq. Such studies should reveal important new RNA-mediated controls on important phenomena such as virulence or resistance to stress. In this new area of prokaryotic transcriptomics, once again *Listeria*appears as a tool of choice to address fundamental questions.
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